When some items in a menu are selected more frequently than others, as is often the case, designers or individual users may be able to speed performance and improve preference ratings by placing several high-frequency items at the top of the menu. Design guidelines for split menus were developed and applied. Split menus were implemented and tested in two in situ usability studies and a controlled experiment. In the usability studies performance times were reduced by 17 to 58% depending on the site and menus. In the controlled experiment split menus were significantly faster than alphabetic menus and yielded significantly higher subjective preferences. A possible resolution to the continuing debate among cognitive theorists about predicting menu selection times is offered. We conjecture and offer evidence that, at least when selecting items from pull-down menus, a logarithmic model applies to familiar (high-frequency) items, and a linear model to unfamiliar (low-frequency) items.
By moving these frequently used items to the top of the menu, users should be able to locate and select them more rapidly.
As the length of the menu increases, the potential benefits of split menus also increase. The regression equation for high-frequency items is based on log2(LT(x)) and t*($).
-sLF : the slope of the regression equation for the low-frequency (LF) items.
The regression equation or low-frequency items is based on L~( x) and tT(x).
Using these values the total amount of time we can expect to save, or lose, is computed using the following log-linear formula: Since each system at NASA had a unique font menu, each was reorganized based on selections on the system alone. A total of 232 menu selections were recorded at the NASA site. Seven fonts which were selected an average of 1.8 times each were filtered before the data were analyzed. Table I (Table  IV) . Tables  II-IV  describe were significantly faster than the alphabetic menu during both the first and last blocks. Frequency menus were also faster than alphabetic menus during the last block (see Figure 3) . The individual comparisons indicated that there were no significant differences for Distribution Two. Although split menus were faster than alphabetic menus during both the first and last blocks the differences were not significant (see Figure 4) . For Distribution Three, alphabetic menus were significantly faster than frequency menus during both the first and last blocks, and split menus were significantly faster than frequency menus during the last block (see Figure 5 ). There were no significant differences between alphabetic and split menus. Mean error rates for the first and last blocks are presented in Table VIII . Two 3 X 3 ANOVAs with repeated measures were performed for the first and last blocks separately.
The ANOVA for the first block showed no significant main effects or interactions.
The ANOVA for the last block also showed no significant main effects or interactions. Contrast matrices were used to make .
A. Sears and B. Shneiderman .. Although statistical comparisons between these models and our log-linear model indicated that no single model described selection times more accurately than any other model, we felt that our theoretical basis for selecting a log-linear model was sound. It is possible that one of these other models may describe selection times as well, or better than, our log-linear model. However, we believe that the distinction between high-and low-frequency menu items is important.
As a result, our combined log-linear model was evaluated. 
